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November 5, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR
The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Director of Central Intelligence
SUBJECT:

U.S. Interests and Objectives in the AsiaPacific Region -- Part I, NSSM 235

The response to Part I of NSSM 235, the proceedings of the June 4
Senior Review Group meeting on the subject, and the recommended
revisions of State and Defense submitted in State 1 s memorandum of
August 2 have been reviewed.
The attached NSSM response as revised is circulated as a useful
reference for U.S. interests and objectives in the Asia-Pacific
region.

cc: The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
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NSSM 235:
I.

.
US INTERESTS AND PHILIPPINE

~ASES

- SECTION I

US Interests and Objectives in the Asia-Pacific
Area
A.

Identification 6f US Interests
1.

Preliminary Discussion

2.

Interest in P·reventing the Domination of
East Asia by a Hostile Power or Combination
of Pmvers
,.

3.

Interest in Preserving Peace

4.

Interest in Promoting Viable Friendly
Governments

5.

Promotion of a Favorable Climate for US
Economic and Trade Interests

6.

Interest in Preserving Continued Access to
Sea and Air Lanes

.

\

7.

Other Interests

B.

US Security Objectives

C.

Examination of Some Factors in the Current
East Asian Environment
1.

The End of the Indo-China Conflict

2.

Security Perceptions in Southeast Asia
in the Post-Vietnam War Period

. .,

'

.

'
·~ .... ..:--.-~~- J.;_ ·~;-·:

ii

3.

US Relations with the.ASEAN Countries
and the Potential Role of ASEAN in the
Secut·ity -of the Region

4.

Japan's Objectives and Potential as a
· Political and.· Economic .Force in Asia

.'

5.

~he

Policies,. ~ntentions and Capabilities

-of the People's' Republi9 of China
6.

Vietnamese Capabilities and Intentions

7.

Soviet Capabilities and Intentions in
the Region·

. 8.

The Sino":' Soviet and Sino-Vietnamese ·
Rivalries in Southeast Asia

-------·

.•.

9~

D;

The·Econ9mic Climate·in the Region
.

.

'

A General St.rate.gy for Pursuing US Interests·

..

in East Asia in Light of current Conditions
and Restraints
'·

•
··-

..

'
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· Id~ntificatiori of

u.s.

'"

.

Interests.

1. . Prelimil'lary .Piscussion.
I

In that which

follows, it is our.ihtention to identify certain
bl1oad ·categories of u.s. interests in East . Asia;
to discuss the post.,.. Indo-China environment in which
'

'

these-interests must be pursued and, in.light of
th~

foregoing, to suggest the methods and style

'in which these

in·t~rests

do·notintend to treat

should be pursued.

u.s.

We

..

interests in a mechanical

'•'

or overly detailed way and we place some stress
on the philosophy of h0\'1 U.s. interests shO'llld be
regarded.

'A

basic· .theme is that there is a spectrum

of U.S. interests ~n East As.ia, as elsewhere in

r
i

I
'

.

the world, that .range from vital interests that

I

.we would prefer to pursue 'through peaceful. means,

i' .

I

but for which we would be prepared to employ
force if need be, through lesser.degrees of interest
rangin.g

dO'i>ln

to our interest .in encouraging favor-

I

able trends even in remote or hostile societies
that we can affect but marginally and indirectly.
tvhat we should do-- or- be·- p.repar:ed--to- do--in

of

u.s.

interests depends on a

var~ety

-.purs~.h~.-"~-·----------..---·--'--·--+--

of ever-

shifting factors such .as .. the importance of. a

~
·---.

•

..

--

~~~-.
'J'
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country to the

u.s.,

its. will··to act on its ow11

·behalf, the ability of the

u.s.

to influence the

situation, the costs of various available O.S.
options, the. risks, and. finally 'the constraints
\vithin the United States itself and in the· international environment.

Interests are also not

immutable in.degree or i:n form and situations
cannot be dealt with on the basis of a mechanical
. appraisal of our interests but .r;equire. both perceptive. and hard..:headed judgen~ent at the time.
2.

The General U.S. Security Interest.

,.

,.

·.

Our

·first and most fundamental interest is the security
·of the United States and a Pacific defense policy

.·
:\

is an essential link in the global chain which

ensures that intere'st •. A. strong·
defense depends
..... ..
'

on the fonqard mobility and readiness of our forces
and.this, in turn, depends on an appropriate base

,

structure.
The base structure·must continue to have
the ·capability of being expanded in the event of greatly
increased tension or hostilities.

i'1or·eover, l.'t

is imposssible to maintain a Pacific strategy

...
'

~-.:17¥""-,~.~r:::::,~..-.,-,m•,•
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. .

without cor1sidering such int.erre1ated factors as the
location of our bases relative to friends and
~

.

.

adversaries, the mission of our forces, the cha.racteristics of modern

equipment,· and the long lead ·

times involved in an expansion o~ change in basic
..
force structure. Without repair, facilities and
· resupply bases in the Western Pacific, our naval
I'

forces could not'operate without·a much greater·
number of.ships and at much
costs.

great~r

operating

Without air bases our air operations would

be severely .constrained.
.

separate our allies from

The distances which ·
.

eac~·other

a.:i::e a major

factor in considering our defense system.
At the same time,, any .assessment of the general

u.s . .Security interest· in East As'ia must relate not
only ·to relative capabilities· and to the contingency of conflict but also to the existing ,psycho-

'

logical and political environment of the region.

u.s.

security is concerned not-simply "lith

--------------mai~tainin-gassets but w~ th the poiit~c-a:1-o15J ect:~.tves·------·--'- ...,

of balance arid stability.

Thus a U.S. retrenchment

from any particula;r deployment' may be destabilizing
in one period but

realis~ic

and wise at another time.
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without considering such· i1'lterrelated factors as the
location of our bases relative to friends and

•

·..

•

adversaries, the mission of our forces, the characteristics of modern ·equipment, and the long lead
times involved in an. expansion ·or change in basic
force structrire. · Without repair facilities and
•

'

-

•

<

resupply bases in the Western Pacific, our naval

..

forces could not 'operate without a much greater·
.

.

t1tunber of ships and at much greater operating
costs.

Without air bases our air operations would

be severely constrained·. . The .distances ,.,hich .·
.

.

separate our allies from' eacp. other are a.major
factor in considering. our d.efense system.
At the same

·u.S.

time,,· any ..assessment. of the general

security. inter~st in Eas-t Asia must relate not

only·to relative capabilities and to the contin·gency of conflict but also to the_existing psychological and political envi_ronment of the regio:n.
U.S. security is concer.ned not ·simply \'lith
-----·-----·-----.----..:.....:-----;--..,.----maintaining ~ssets but with the political objectives
of balance and stability.

Thus a

u.s.

retrenchment

· · from any particula_r deploymen(may be destabilizing
in one period but realistic and \'11ise at another time.
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3.

Interest in

the Domination of

Prev~nting

East Asia bv a Hostile Power or Combination of
Powers.

..

The theme of preventing the (lamination

of East Asia by a single hostile-,power or com-

t

I

bination or powers has been and. remains our mo'st

I
I

fundamental interest in East Asia.

·!

It is an

I

I!

.•

<.

''

int.erest that formD a part of a· global interest
. in preventing the rise
of hostile·

o~

..

an excessive aggregation

dispute~

'!

I

powe~ •..

Because of the·Sino-so'viet

j.
I

i.

the gradual

. development: ·of less militant policies by both.
the USSR and the. PRC, the continuing strength ·
of the·U•S~-Japan alliance, and the current relative
stability of most non-communist East Asian

societies,.~

the thre~t of East Asia succumbing 'to the hegemony
of a

s~ngle

power or

combina~ion

appears unlikely for.the next

f~w

of powers now
years at least ..

,

Follo,.,ring the communist take-over in Indo-China,
continuing communist pressure - particularly in
the.form of subversion and 'insurgency- is probable
in certain areas such as border areas of Thailand
and Halaysia and possibly
Asia, but this

elsewh~re

en~roachme:l'lt

in Southeast

is not lil<;ely.to alter

the fundamental balance ·among the major powers_in

..

.,

~'"-r.: ---7~:-::.~-~"

,,

... '""".

..

'

..

-·5

..

'"!"'

l
I

I

I
East.Asia.

..

Short of actl,lal .domination.of East Asia by

I

a hostile power or combination of hostile powers(
it is also in·aur interest tb prevent or

inhibi~,

1:

if we can, any significant extension oftheir
influence detrimental to

u.s.

interests.

The means

we would use and the extent of our effort should
.

.

.

,.

.

depend on the importance. of· the· area poncerned; ·
the directness or·affibig~ity of the circumstances
.and·th.e domestic and ·international·constraints
in existence at the
importance.

I<orea

~ime.

j_s

Japan

is

of .vital

of lesser but ·critical impor-

.tance, largely because of its. relationship to
Japan'.s security.

..

Australia and New Zealand are

important due totheir location, value as allies
and potential for positive inf;Luence on Southeast
Asia.

Non-communist Southeast Asia varies.in

importance from country to ~ountry, ranging from
-----~--.the.,:Phi.l ipp.bles__ a t __o.ne._.ex..tr_em.e.......to_]iurms__ a""'t::.........:t=h=e;:..____

other.

Even if we were constrained in the choice

of response in a given

situati~n,

still be aware of our interest in

we should
pre~
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i

I

ventinQ" or limiting hostile encroachment.

In the·

meantime, .it is clearly in our interest that the
essential Sino-Soviet rivalry continue, but short

.

of an armed confrontation which could be seriously

.I.
l

!
!t
j

i

I
J

destabilizing.
· It is· important to note the balance of power
is directly affected by perceptions 9f

•

u.s.

credibility,

· and thus we· have a fundamental interest in maintaining confidence .in a continuing

u.s.

role and

presence in the region.·
4.

Interest ln Preserving Peace and Stability.

vie. have an interest 'in preventing the outbreak

of armed confl-ict, particult;irly where the conflict
could be massive or involv.e the

u.s.

It is possible

th!=lt the considerations of .other interests, par: \

ticularly strategic interests·, would outweigh
our interest in preserving peace in some situations.
We have a vital interest in avoiding nuclear war,
but .N·e also have a similarly .vi tal interest in
preventing hostile powers from dominating Japan
or establishing hegemony or·quasi-hegemony over the
region as a whole.

A clear and overwhelming threat

to ·our. forces in Korea· could also require actions
on our part that would risk nuclear war.
~

It will
PHOTO COPY
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'

.

costs although it should be noted tl').at there may· be conflicts between overzealous pursuit of some of these specific·
interests and the pursuit of the.strategic political and·

.

economical
. interests m.entioned earlier, ·. But in a more general·
context, these miscellaneous interests can best be pursued
with friendly governments that are· willing to cooperate with
us and .thus tend to blend with the kinds of security and
political interests mentioned
B.

e~rlier.

U.S. Security Issues·and Objectives
The

u.s.

will be .faced by a number of. specific

security issues ln East Asia over the .next few years:
1.

The extent to which the U.S. military presence

should be modified to counter Soviet mili·tary power in the.

.,

·region.·
2..

1

I

The extent to which qualitative changes in the

I

. US-PRC relationship would affect the realization of US ·
I

;

security objectives in the Asian/Pacific region and worldwide.
.3.

The future of US forces in Japan including the

large Harine element in Okinawa, and the enhancement of
US-Japan defense cooperation and of Japan's self-defense
c~pabilities

under the Mutual Security Treaty.

An assessment

of whether there is any change in Japanese or other Asian .
perceptions of the role Japan can

p~ay

in East Asia.

/DOD
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would replace the preceding sentence,
by state, with the following:

whic~

is supported

"The prospects for a greater

Japanese role in promoting Asian security, for example the
provision of equipment to the armed forces of friendly Asian
states.:?'
4.

The US security role in Korea, which will necessitate

a 'continuing review of· the level
.

9~

direct

.us

involvement,

.

taking int<;> account changes in ROK military strength and in
the international situation as it affects the Korean peninsula.

·s.

-Force levels and military:.installations.in Taiwan

and our arms t~ansfer poli~y with regard to

the

ROC in the

light of our dev-elopiJ:?.g relations with the PRC.
· 6.

U. ~ •.. E.l~c:::ur.i ty interests in the future status · of

the Trust Territo.:r;y of the Paci:Eic in light of the Northern·
Marianas Covenant and the trend toward politicai disunity of
the other five districts.
7.

The level of military assistance to friendly

regimes in the region.
The Inter-Agency group believes· that the foregoing
issues should be considered in the light of the following

u.s.

security objectives in East"Asia and the Pacific over

---·-·-----~-·--·---'--~--~-

.the next three to five years.
1.

Maintenance

aJf.

in the Western Pacific

u.s ..

and allied military strength

capa~le

of:

~··
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a.

Contrib~ting

to o.s. national defense posture

and the great power balances
b.

Deterring milltaryconf1icts that could threaten

"S~gnificant u.s. interes·ts;

c.

Promoti~g

the friendly orie!ltation of non-

communist Asian countries;
d.

.counteri~g

Soviet: naval and· air· forces in

the Pacific in the event of a
e.

u~s.-soviet

war •. ·

InhibitiJ1g Sovietforces in.the Far East

from· reinforci11g Soviet forces in Europe 'in the ·
· event of a war in the West.
f.

ProtectiJ1g air and s.ea lanes ?gainst Soviet

and eme?=ging. Chinese.capabilities •.
g.

Providing survefllance and em·e?=gency reaction

· capabilities in the Western Pacific.
h.

Supporting Indian Ocean operations and con-

tiJ1gencies.
i.

DefendiJ19 themselves and

suppo~tiJ1g

the defense

of our .treaty allies from overt external attack
as directed by the President and· in accord with
our constitutional processes ... -·------····- - - ··- -2. -Continuation of our partnership with Japan and
cooperation on implementation of the Mutual Security

T~eaty

SBGP:Ii:'l'
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l
I

in order to maintain Japanese confidence in its strategic

..'

I!

reliance on the u.s., afford the u.s. continued ~ccess to our
l

key military facilities in Japa~, and prevent Japanese

I

political relations with China or the USSR in a m.:mner damaging
to the us-japanese relationship.

I!
..

I

Discouragement of major

Japanese armament while encouraging the Japanese to increase·
their own self defense efforts.
3.

Improvement of relations with the PRC,.including

establishment· of c;tiplotnatic relations

an~

in tlE,process .finding·

a satisfactory solution to the Taiwanquestion.

Encouragement

of the PR<;: to continue to perceive common strategic security
.

.

'

.

interests with the u.s., to value the maintenance of the·
US-:-Japan Security Treaty, and to pursue parallel policies
. where possible.

In particular, recogrlition· in our policies

of the importance of the PRC· as a counterweight to the USSR.
Encouragement

o~

the PRC to continue peaceful state-to-state

relations with non-communist governments of southeast Asia.
4.

Prevention of hostilities on- the Korean peninsula

'

while endeavoring to bring about a reduction. in tensions
and_ the creation of more durable arrangements to preserve
~-···· -pea·c·e-·atid-·sectirit"j~-·-

···Assfstandef ··to·-·scrutli- Korea-in cacquiring··- ·-··-··· ·-·

the conventional weapons necessary to attain greater selfsufficiency and .achieve a stable military balance on tl).e
;

Korean peninsula •.

l

I
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5.

Discouragement of soviet employment of its growing

military power to .influence political alignme'nts in East
Asia to our disadvantage.
6~

n~clear

'

I

Strong discouragement of any attempt to. develop
explosives by Korea or Taiwan,

or

by any other

'
'

non-nuclear country in the area.
7.

I

Maintenance of. friendly relations with the non-

Indochina nations of .southeast Asia, supporting their
'

independence and development but avoiding

'

ne~1 secur~ ty

.

commitments, and providing seclJrity and economic. assistance· .
as we are able to those nations desiring it and demonstrating a willingness to face their m¥n ·problems.

Gradual

normalization of relabions with Vietnam and Cambodia, subject
to the manner in which they behave toward the

u.s.

and toward

their neighbors.
8.

Maintenance of our bilateral.defense relationship

with the Philippines and access to and un·r.•estri'cted use
of military bases .:i.n the Philippines.
9.

Mainten~nce

of access to

rni~itary

air and naval

facilities in-Singapore.
10.

'

Maintenance of close security coop!9ration with

.:.______ Australia- and·-New ··Zealand-bila-teraLly--and- within--tha-context ______________. _,__
of the ANZUS treaty.
11.

Resolution or containment of local and regional
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- 16 conflicts~ 'ttlhile discouragi~g b~g.:.power invol verrierit and using

diplomatic efforts .to solve such disputes when feasible.
12.

'Promotion as possibl~ of viabie and· effective, but

no:q.-cominunist.and non-radical, ·regimes while relying primarily
on the ef.forts and policies of the r~gional· states· themselves.

13 •. Encouragement of economic development and regional
cooperation.
14.

Development with the countries of the·area of trade

and invesbnent relations which are beneficial to the U.s. and
. consonant with Ol.fr political and security interes·ts.

,
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c.

Examination of Some Factors ih the Current
East Asian

Environm~nt

The End of the Indo .... China Conflict.

1.

The ·

communist victories left Ha11oi 'with the. largest
'

'

'

and best. disciplined arm_y: i,n SEA, ·a large·
sto'ck c;>f armame.n~s, revolutionary fervor and' great.
influence in Lac.·.

The manner in which the Indo-

China conflict .:.z.:ue to an end,, i.e •. with the United
States drastically

reducing as,istance to South

Vietnam. and making clear in advance that continuing
North Vietnamese. aggression would meet \'lith no
effective American response, cast.some doubt·on
.the credibility of

u.s.

commitments. ·This effect.

·was felt in various parts of. the world, but was most
•'

marked in Southeast' Asia, especially Thailand. There

.

.

was an understandable increase of apprehension in
South Korea that the North might be tempted to try
somehot~

,

to unify the peninsula by threat or use'

of force.

Pyongyang's posture after the Indo.

,•

China debacle did nothing to allay these suspicions.
-

----·- --··------·--·· ___ ,

-·---~· ~.

-·-·-·· --- ------ ·····-

·----·~-

The impact on U.S. credibility was mitigated by th~
fact most nations considered Vie.t11am a lost cause
in the long run whatever the

u.s.

did, ~nd by strong

reaffirmation of our coin.'nitments. by ·the P-resident
and the Secretary of State as \•lell as by concrete
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evidence of our continued willingness to support
our interests in the area and to maintain forward
deployed forces there.
The Thai Government, resp6nding to the reassertion
of Thai nationalism which had b~en growing for some
ye.ars, and fear.i:.g Hanoi's intentions and v1eakemed
U.S. resolve an.:·· .,upport, called for a massive
reduction of the

u.s.

forces in Thailand.

,.

U.S.

combat fdrces in Thailand were mainly related to
Vietnam.

However, the loss of the use of Thai

'bases represents some reduction in our capacity
'to project U.S. s£rength in this area,
and reduces
our military options, for example in the Indian
· 1

Ocean area.
The position of the PRC in Southeast
impro~ed

Asi~

was

as Thailand and the Philippines established

diplomatic relations with Peking.
carrying out long-term

plan~

They

set in motion

somew~at

earlier and designed to balance their relations
with the major powers.

'

were

~ ~

The expansion of the PRC's

..

'!II!

..

·'

..

~

- 19.

state-to-state relations· tends to encourage
the PRC's pursuit of its objectives through

..

Ii

peaceful and diplomatic means and does not seem

'

detrimental to our· interests. ·· so.utheast Asian
. nations have also expressed a des.ire to have
·friendly relatic:; s with the new Indo-Chi·na

I

Il

reg'imes, but. re.2.:.: tions are developing slowly.

!

.,.

i

\

This development is not necessarily against om;
interests and

cou~d

be ·of some

v~lue

I

in the estab..;,.

i

.'

lishment of.a stable structure of peace in the

I

II

.

sub-region.

i
!

!I

In ge~eral the events in Indo-China h~ve

j

. _caused th~·non-communist countries in Squtheast

. ·'

.·

.: \

Asia to re-evaluate

their

forei~n

r

I

policies,

l

;.

•

i

I

including their relations wiJ::h the u.s. and to

~

'

accelerate :their efforts to cooperate·through .ASEAN.
The

Southea~t

independent

Asian nations .are·adopting more·

positions~

additional moclest

,

although some have made

reques~s

for military assistance.

-~----·----'Phe·:·u.-s •. -Japanese--·and--U.-s-.-.Korean--security·-ti-e-s---·----····--·- ·---·-------!--~"

have been reaffirmed.

Non-communist Asian

nati6ns still look to the United. States as a
counterweight to the mist-rusted communists, and
as a highly desirable economic ·partner.
~

~
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Nith the end of

u.s..

involvement in Vietnam,

a divisive issue was removed from the Japanese
•·

internal political scene, greatly facilitating
closer security cooperation with :the United
States on the part of, this key ally.
In sum, except for the loss
.

of

Indo-China

.

·itself, the impact of the end of the conflict
has largely been to accelerate
·in:the Asia-Pacific region.
~ontinuity

existin~

•'

tren4s.

There remains great

vlith the past and iri the short term

drastic changes elsewhere in the region are
unlikely.
The major power eqU:ili,briurn ..: among the

u.s.,

i .

USSR, China and Japan~ ·has·n?~ been radically

altered.

Factors underlying_. :this equilibrium .

are .Sii1o:-Soviet rivalry, the U.S. military presence

j
.

,.!

in the region, the U.S.-Japanese.alliance;

'

''::veloping U.S.-PRC andJapan,..PRC ties, American·
.

and Japanese predominance in the
region's economy, ·
---------------------------------------------- --------------- ---- -------------i-

--------------·---------------- -------------------- ··-· ...... ····--·-

---~----

!

!'

and.)imited PRC, Soviet and Japanese ability to
project their pow·er.

These factors are likely

{··:
i

to rem~in substantially ~alid for at least the next

..
~
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several

yea~s,

but as time goes on the equilibrium.

could be disturbed by Soviet ambitions coupled vli th
a.. growing navy and airlift capacity, lessened SinoSoviet tension that could resu;tt from PRC and Soviet
'

lea~ership

.

changes, shifts in Japanese a.ttitudes,

substantial U.s. :orce reductions or withd'rawal
to a narro'i.,_ Pac.i

.~c

island strategy, or local

conflicts vlhich could develop into major power
'

,.

.
'

confrontation.
The

u.s.

withdrawal from military involvement

·on the mainland of Southeast ·Asia begins a new.
·,

era of some uncert:ainty in Southeast Asia • · Much
greater responsibilityhas:been thrust on the
,•

:\

·nations of Southeast Asia to determine their own
destinies.

It remains to be seen how they .will

measure up and rally to meet new challenges ... The

u.s.

~

will still be able to give its friends some

'

help in the form of military and economic assist;ance
as. well as political and mor.al· support but

our

role· is ··likely to be modest·;·· In Northeast- Asia ..-- .. ·
the end of the conflict in Indo-Cl:tina has brought
little fundamental change as we

cont~nue

a close

relationship with Japan and stand. fi~m in Korea
while seeking to reduce tensions and move toward
i
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negotiatio11s which \<lould maintain the Armistice
Agreement and consider more fundamental
a~rangements

lon.g·~term

for the Korean peninsula.

S~cur{ty Percegtions in Southeast.Asia in

i.

the Post-Vietnam. War ·Per{od.

In accordance with

the wishes of the two regional members, the SEATO
org·anization is gradually being phased out and will
cease to exist by late 1977.

,.

The Manila Pact which

..

'

gave rise to SEATO will remain, primarily at the
wish of the Tha.i.for whom it iB their sole security
. ..

'link to the U.S.

Only the ·Philippines,. v1hich

has its security trea·ty with the U.S.

r

has

expressed reservations about retaining the .Manila

i

1
;.

·Pact, believing it hampets Philippine relations with
'

'

t

~~

•

the PRC an~ Philippine efforts to take on a more

.
i

'>

i

·non-aligned image.

!

~

The general movement in non-communist so·utheast

I

t
I

Asia toward .a more non-aligned posture springs

!

from the fact that perceptions in.the area of

':'\

both ·threats and options have altered over the
last several years.

~

~}"iJ'

Sirice the Nixon' Doctrine I and

particularly after the War Powers Act, it has been
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.

.

clear that. there would be seraous

u.s.

on a

.

.

..

Southeast Asia,

~ilitary role·i~

.

on ·the mainland.
in

Indo~china

.

constra~nts

.

especiall~

.

The ctefeat of the U.s. allies

has strengthened this perception.

u.s . . :.

Meanv·.rhile, the Sino-S.oviet dispute,

·chinese. detente, and China's own pursuit of accommo.

,.Ill'

dation·with the state• of ~outheas~ Asia have
virtuaily eliminated the percepti~n of an overt

•'

Chinese threat in the foreseeable future.· The·rioncommunist Southeast Asian states also do not appear
to see any near-term overt threat from the soviet
Union.

Although some residual distrust of Japan

remains, the Southeast Asians do not perceive a military threat·from Japan.
These perceptions contributed to a general
reassessment: in non-communist Southeast Asia follovling
the end of the Indo-China war.

These states, ·to

different degrees, now see' their security served
·by adoption

of a more non-aligned image, by developing

· such vehicles as ASEAN, by friendly gestures tovmrd
Asian

con~unist

states and by_resort to the more
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flexible pc::>licies of power balance and equilibrium.
Nevertheless, the ~op• of these nations that there
will continue to be anon-threatening and reasonably

.

stable distribution of great power interests

~n

the

region is ):>a. sed upon their view of the United
States as the continuing predominant power relative

! .

lf •

to other major powers and the <?ne most favorable
to their own interests.

security ties wish to retain·them:

the Philippines·

through its bilateral treaty tie to the
..

...

Nations \'lith Western

. I
I

u.s.,

Thailand through the Manila Pact, and Malaysia.
and Singapore to the UK, Australia and Ne;;v Zealand
in the Five Power Defense Arrangement.
The value of U.S. power as perceived in
non:..conununist·Southeast Asia'will in.the .future

-·

reside primarily in the relevancy of such.power

.

.

i

to external threats and to the oy-erall great ·

i

power balance in the region, with our capacity

I'

I

I

!

to provide·military equipment.on a concessional
. or cash basis an important a.dc:iitional factor.

j

The Philippines does not perceive any serious

r
I

direct or indirect external threats in the fore-
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seeable future but does :£ind American equipment
provided under the Military Assistance Program
useful in fighting Muslim· separatism.

While

Malaysia recognizes that communal s.trife is t;.he basic
·threat to its· stability, it is also concerned about
possible· external'support t.o its ·COmrn'Jnist
insurgency.

Indonesia is concerned about sub-·
,.

version.in.the longer run, especially if its
.

.

neighbors should come under communist control. ·
Thailand p~rceives the possibility of a serious
th:r-ea t to its stability if external s.upport to. its
insurgencies were markedly increased.

And Singapore

is concerned with the possible breakdown of government
control in t-!alaysia and a. t~reat to Singapore
that would require the latter
... to consider moving
militarily into the state of Johore.
.

the Thcd

'

I

'

1
I

nor the Singaporeans anticipate that

.'
l

their security and political connection with the
United States would bring about. direct.

I
i

Neither

I

u.s.
i

involvement on their behalf.

f--.

Conservative and

military elements in Thailand continue to believe
that some

u.s.

military prescnce·would provide

'

an important psychological .f:jupport and \•10uld
assure a significant amount

of·u.s.

material

I
,.I
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I
I

!

I
I

!
·I
!

: I

I

assistance.· Singapore favors a u.s. military

:I

'

pre.sence in theregion'for broadpolicy reasons.
3. ·

u.s~

Relations with ASEAN Countries and

the Potential Role of ASEAN in the Securitv of the
Re2ion. · · Follovling ·the initial shock of. the
collapse i.n IndcJ--China ·there was a move among
ABEAN countries ·:,)'..lard increasing non.,..alignment
,.

and away from the u.s. and u.s.-dominated orgar:izations.

11his tendency was evident in such actions

as the calls to phase out SE.ATO r to have our bases
in

~rhailand

closed dm·m and to undertake a "re-

assessment" in the.Philippines.

At the same

\

·time some ASEAN countries. adopted a some\·lhat

,•

more open handed posture toward the communist

·;"

'

.

·: ·~

countries.

This trend

away__ from the Nest has,

hOl"ever, · a);)paren'f;.ly reached its height and perhaps
begun 'to ebh.
While ASEAN has and 1-dll. maintain a moderately
uon-alignec1 posture, there are a number of curren:t:s
which propel its members in a Western direction: established trade and investment patterns; concern
about ·.the potential communist threat; the fear
of grow·ing innurgency in soma .ASEAN stateS·F and a
desire to have available a continuing backdrop

.
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of

u.s.

!
l

.-~
I·

~

military presence.

'

There are differences among the members as
ta. the degree or even whether ASEAN should
!.

pursue any security aims..

Indonesia has been

the strongest proponent of security cooperation
but,even it does not wish

to

give ASEAN the

image of a defensive alliance.

It is accordingly

. l.ikely that most military cooperation will be
bilater~l.

At the

~ebruary

..

1976 ASEAN summit

the leaders agreed on a continuation of·

I

j

cooperation in security matters "on anon-ASEAN
basis."
.

f'

Even proposals for joint arms production

.

are hobbled by the jealousies and competitiveness

I .

l

i

·of the individual ASEAN members.

l

I

The 1971 Declaration of -·a Zone of Peace',
Freedom and Neutrality in Southeast Asia expresses
'

a goal which has been

long~term

in

n~ture'

and

'

is likely to remain so.
The. ,.,ell being of the nations of ASEAN is
of c·onsiderable impor·tance to the United States.
·secause of ASEAN's desire to ?reject an image
of independence and non-alignment it is not
in our interest to overly

~dentify

ourselves

\'lith the· organization, however, or to become
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I
!

i

I.

r

il).volved in any way which could.entangle us in intraASE.AN disputes.

In any .ca.se, ·the

u.s.

interest is

·only peripherally engaged· in ASEAN as an organizati?n;
our essential interest in this area is.thf vitality
and security of the five non-communist countries

..

..

themselves.
4.

Japan 1 s. Objectives and Potential as a

-Political

and Economic Force in Asia .. Japan's
-·
prfmary in.terests are the maintenance o-f its

security, its partnership \V'i th the

u.s. ,

staple

relations with China and the Soviet Union, mutually
·beneficial

relation~

lvitfi other nations in East

Asi-a, and a regionaJ: and world environment

...

facilitating Japan's trade, access to raw materials
ar.d foreign investment.
Its basic objectives are accordingly to maintain
the

U~S.-Japan

partnership as the.keystone of its

foreign poliC?y, to promote friendly and cooperative
relations with non-communist governments in East
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Asia including the prov.i·sion of economic aid to
them

and·~upportfor

regional cooperation, and

to ·dev-elop stable and .balanced_ rela tiona \d th, ·
the PRC and the Soviet Union
beneficia~

as

well as mutually

'

!

relations with other communist countries

I

in the area·.

If .

Two matters of vital concern to Japan are
m~intaining

J

r'

i

stability.on the Korean peninsula

I

and ensuring the continued ·availability of raw
materials~

ecpccially oiL

Japan can be expected

to attach·great importance to all aspects of

I

l.

these t\·ia issues ..

. ! '

II·

i

Japan's policies to,'lard the PRC and. the

.i

Soviet Union complement and are parallel to our

lI

own.

l

The .GQJ seeks· increased. political and economic
~-

'

relations l<Ti th both communist powers, . and like
l

. the U.S. ,wishes to avoid entanglemen-t in SinoSoviet differences.

,Japan, how·ever, views the soviet

!I

i

I .
i

Union as the greater lo11g term security threat,
and for this reason as well as greater cultural
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i.

l

.f
t-

.. I I
'

f

.!

f

1

affinity,tends·to "tilt" toward .the PRC.

Japan's

attempt to improve its relations with both

I_

' '•

I

commun~st

neighbors·is, naturally, not fully agreeable to
•

either:

The Chinese \17ould l:i.ke to lock the

~apanese

into a·. more overtly pro-Peking posture by gaining
Japanese agreement to an anti-Soviet

("anti-hegemony~')

clause ~in the. still pending PRC-Japan Peace and Friend.

~

ship Treaty.

The. Soviets have made clear that they

..

;. · would look with considerable disfavor on such a
develc.)pment, ·and· in addl tiun are maint.aining their
·traditional hard line on the question of the
Northern Territories.
Apart from its direct bilateral ·relationships
with Peking and Moscow and the problems those
reiationships entail,. the GOJ would be deeply
~·

.

concerned by any .significant growth of Soviet,
and.to a lesser degree PRC, influence in the
region as a· whole.
is worried by the

In this c·onnection, the GOJ
grm>~th

in Soviet naval activity

in the Pacific.
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!

Japan is the major 'ecor1omic power in East ·
.Asia.

.
wide

Although slow to recover from the wor!d-

I

<·

recession, it nevertheless

c~rries

i

on a

'

.

high level of global trad.e and possesses by fo.r
the largest

iridus~rial

base in the area.

This

and the natural advantage of·Japan's proximity
give it a prime potential for expanding both

,.

r
i

aid and· trade in Asia.
region,. including the

All the .. countries of tne
ne~li'

..I

communist goveri1ments;

· expect and l'iant a Japanese ·role in their
dev~lvpment.

In fact, Japanese· trade and

investment are ail ·but indispensable to the noncommunist nations of East Asia.

However, at present

Japan s.eems to have' no desire to translate its
.

.

·economic influence into sign·iticant political
influence,· and the Southeast Asian nations would
resist such Japanese attempts.

'

Unforeseeable· developments could induce
Jap~n

to reconsider both the limitations it has

imposed on its security policy and its present

..
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heavy reliance on its. alliance ldth. the United
States,

Japan might s;i.mply adjust ..polit:i.caliy

t& a significant change.in the regional balan~e
of power ~..,i thout substant;ial remilitarizati.Ol'i.
'

On the-other. hand, such a change
could ..compel
.
.

'

Japan to rethink its security alternatives •
. ·Chief among· such factors would be a .loss of confi-dence on the part of Japanese leaders in the
ability_or willingness of the
Jap~n

Asia.

u.s.

to defend

or to act_as.a stabilizing force ·in Northeast
A forcible· communist tak.e6ver of South

Korea would probably be seen by the Japanese

u.s.

as evidence that the

'

could not adequately

protec-t Japan's security-interests in the region •
A

serio~s

.

.

threat to Japan's supply lines, in

particular to its aecess t6 oil coming from the
Middle Eastt could possibly prompt Japan to reassess

l

!

the need for a great.er naval capability to patrol

j

sea lanes through Southeast Asia and e·ven in
the Indian Ocean, although most Japanese appear
to believe that guaranteeing the -security of these

II
I

.(
t

I
l

l
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supply lines by military means is impossible.

.,

1
i

Nuclear l?roliferation is another contingenc::y ·

!

of .. a different order that would ·likewise cause
Japan to. review its

curre~t

i.
I

self-imposed pro-

ii
!l

hibition against ·a nuclear weapons capability.
Japanese do-qbts about ratification of the Non-·
Proliferation Treaty probably stem in part from· ·

I

,.

l

.a

feeling.th~t

excluded..

further proliferation

ca~not

l

be·

If the ·Japanese came to feel threatened

by the Chinese nuclear capability, or if either
...

of the Kore.as were to acquire a nuciear weapons
capability, Japan t S doubts in this regard Y.lOUJ.d

I

l
I
i

I

Ii

l

I

I.

I
I

be multiplied.
5 • . The Policies, In~entions and Capabilities of the
People's Republic of China~

~~king

currentlj attaches

top priority to limiting the USSR's presence and
influence in Asia.

It is also' concerned to avoid

conflict and instability in neighboring countries
particularly in ways ,.,hich \<lould provide an opening
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to the Russians.· The Chinese also have a long
term objective of constraining Japan's poli.ticals~our i

ty role in East Asia. · In·. concrete terms,

this has meant:
-- -Accelerated efforts to estab11sh and solic;lify
normal state relations '\'lith' countries on China's
periphery, especially with Japan and.in Southeast
Asia.

In so doing, the.PRC has sought.their agree-

i

·i

. ~

l

!1
!

.. i ·. .

ment to joint expressions of opposition· to "hegemonism" ·
(a terril which Peking uses to describe Soviet expansio11ism) as a way of aligning these countries against

l'

i

I
i
i

Ij

the Soviets.
Adoption of a liberal non-chauvinist,policy

~J

.;~
·~··.!

'.f'

I

!

·to,V'ard overseas Chinese.
P~bal1donment

of attacks· on. the U. ;S. -Japan

a~liance and on Japan's economic role in Asia;

together. with efforts to increase Japan's economic
stake in good relations with China.
-- Greater emphasis on state-to-state relations
than on support for local insurgencies.

Lt

I!

It should

be noted, hov1ever, that Peking's domestic dynamics
and its ideological commitments constrqJ.n it from
dropping such support altog?ther. .
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Repeated warnings. to Asian ··leaders on the dangers
of soviet expansionis~, coupled with ~fforts (especially

l

vis-a-vis Japan) to exploit differencds with the

l

.

l

USSR.
t. '

Implicit support for a continuing u.s~ mili- ·

ta.ry and poli tic~d presence in Asia for the· time
be:Lng as a mean£> _f

retardin~J

an expansion of soviet
•'

influence into the region.
-~ Su~cessful

'

efforts to isolate Taiwan diplo-

· matically but avoidance of a .threatenin.g posture
·toward the.ir.;land and of public pressure on the
U.S. position.

'.

-- Economic and military hardware assistance

.•

and political support for North Korea, but

: 1

merit of violent action by Pyongyang ..

discourag~-

Outside of the Soviet Union and the. United States,
.Japan 'is the most important country. in China Is foreign
policy calculations.
co~patibility

China wishes to profit from the

of the Japanese and Chinese economies;

increase Japan's stake iri good relations with China;
discourage Japan's adoption of an assertive and
militaristic role in East Asia; and

min~mize

Soviet

influence in Japan .as \'lell as Japanese activities
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..
and economic ties \vi th.

~he

Soviet Union.

Peking

may eventua+ly seek the creation of a "special

.

relationship" between Japan
and Chiria; but
.
for the .time being, Peking believes th_at the . •·
best possibility of Japan continuing·to follm-1
a non-intervention policy in Asia and· C?operative
rela tio.ns \'lith China lies in Japan 1 s continuing .

..

alliance with the United States.

,.

.

Chinese interests in Korea are potentially
· contradic~ory.

on

the one hand, a

~ajor

PRC

'objective is to maintain its present favorable
political pos.ition in 1-Jorth I<orea, but it'"""
also seems to appreciate that destabilization of
the situation on the ~enirisuia could -c~eate a grave
risk of major power·confrontation
on Chinese borders,
.....
play into Soviet hands,and have an extremely adverse
'

effect. on Japanese attitudes.

.Competition \'lith Mosco"''

for influence ip Pyongyang is an important determinant
.of PRC policies and has helped deter Peking from playing
any.useful role in brokering."compromise solutions
tb the ·Korean isstle in the United Nations.
the. Chinese have apparently

sou~ht

While

to discourage.

the North .Koreans f:tonr undertaking offensive rnilitary
moves against the South, they.have become the

~najor
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..
supplier of military equipment to Pyongyang.
North should

laun~h

If the

military acti6n against the

South, limitea or otherwise,· the Chinese would

..

find themselves. under ·strong pressure to prov.ide
. moral

and material support for Pyongyang and could

not be counted on to limit their arms supply, despite
their concern over the

u.s.

reaction and the politi,.

cal reverberations in Japan.
..

Serious contradicitons
· and

Pekin~

.~xist

in Indo-Chiria and

between Hanoi

Soutb~aat ~sia,

ahd .

in the t"ider .arenas of world politics and the international communist movement.
·.with the

e~tent

The Chinese are concerned

of Soviet influence in Vietnam and

Laos and see the Soviets as trying to encourage
the· emergence of an ·Indo-Ch±na bloc under Hanoi's
dominance·as a counter to China.

As discussed

la.ter, ·fundamental. differences exist. beb;een China
and Vietnam· in their orientation to Thailand.

Over the longer term, Peking's pr.eferences with
regard to Southeast Asia ·are undoubtedly colored by

, Peking would like to bring Southeast Asia within
its 0\'ln sphere of in.fluence.

.
0

Ideally 1

both ideological and practical considerations.

For now, however,

.
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i .

II

llI

_Peking's approach. to the region is shaped primarily
by broad poiicyconsiderati~ns including its basic

I

security interest, its rivalries with Moscow
.

'

and Hanoi, and its r:ela ti~ns ,~1 th ~a pan. _ The PRC' s
concern ~>Ver the opportunities w·hich wo1,1ld be presented
to Mosc0\'1 and Hanoi by any . further weakening of the

u.s.

..

position fn Southeast Asia has, for the time

being,

ca~sed

it

~o

favor the continuation of a-

political and security role in the re.gion.

u.s.

At the

same timef Pekin~ has given its blessing.to the
concept of.Southeast Asian neutrality...;-as espoused
by

ASEAN-~in

the apparent hope that this will

· hel~ k~ep local states from ~s~ablishing overly
int.imate ·ties with e>,{tra-re9ional powers, such as the
s·oviet ·union or· Japan.

Under-· existing conditions,

Peking appears to believe ~hat.a pe~iod of relative
stability in Asia will reduce security threats to
· ch{na, minimize op~ortunities for the USSR, const~ain
Japanese political involvement, pr6vide a favorable
climate for trade, and allow Peking to consolidate
its relationships with regional governments.
The PRC has vigorously asserted its claim
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!i

to various island groups in the South China Sea,.
inc~uding

..

the Spratlyislands, which

ar~

also claimed

by the Philipp.ines, Vietnam and the Republic of
.

China (Tail..,an}.

'

.In 197 4 the PRC used force to

occupy certain L:: lands in the Paracels which had
been garrisoned .

troops from the Republic of

t'l.~esent

. Vietnam, but at

Peking has .only a limiteq

capability to project its military power as far
. south as the Spratlys.·

While the PRC is tmlikely

·tO force the issue for the foreseeable future, the
d~scovery

of large· oil deposits in the Spratlys

area or a significant increase in the presence of
.

\

other elements could prompt the PRC.to reassess its

.•

options.

-·

A final note of caution is appropriate.

~hanges

in PRC leadership. and possible power struggles within
. the PRC could fundamentally impact upon the external
policies of the PRC as well as' its abi:i ty to pur'sue
such.policies.

For example, domestic developments

in China or actions by Hanoi (perhaps backed by
the USSR) could alter Peking's present policy. to\v-ard
'

. ins.urgent groups.

.

Moreover, ·should. serious regional
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j

I

conflicts arise, the PRC would face policy dilenunas.
Vietnamese Caeabilities and Intentions.

6.

Vietnam
no-v1 possesses the largest, ·best trained,
.

J

best equipped, and most experienced armed forces

Il

in Southeast Asia.

i

t'

(

(There are few ·signs of

f

I

<le~obilization r.~ ~, althpugh evidently some

units are being

:ed in agricultural pr6duction

and public works repair.}
Vietnamese economic

•' !

..

pro~pects

I'

are based upon

· the considerilble agricultural potcnti.:tl of South
Vietnam

1

a small but growing industrial sector

in North Vietnam, ·and the possibility that Vietnam
possesses significant oil reserves both on-and. 1.

. off shore.

Southern agricultural productivity

may decline in the short term, because of population

-·.

dislocations, shortages of fertilizer, fuel, .
etc., and inef-ficiencies in the new socialist
planning and distribution systems.
Political integration

of

South Vietnam into '

. the· Northern-:- imposed socialist system .i.s proceeding

0

relatively smoothly so far, but ideological, regional,
and historica·l contradictions remain.

Resolution

'of them will absorb a good deal of a reunified

Vietnam's political energies foE the next

fe~<J

years.
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i
l

l

I
.

~

The latest national slogans reflect an emphasis
on intern<:Jl problems.

This does· not preclude, ·

JiOJ'leVer 1 a concern for territorial Security Which
· l'lill cause the new regime to attempt. to consolidate
its

~osition

of pre-eminenqe in Laos and endeavor

! .

l

.to extend its influence in Cambodia.

'

Nor does it

I'

!

preclude increasing Vietnamese ·support to the
insurgency in Thailand.
stake

i~

..

,

Vietnam ·has a large

I

avoiding 'exacerbation o·f ·its t'erritorial·

9-nd ot'her disputes with China and in rtot

I.

I

antagoni~dng

t-··

!
;

!

'tl1e Chinese with regard to the degree of Soviet
influence or strategic presence.

[·.·

r

Nevertheless,

I

!

the potential for deterioration exists.

f.
r .

Although Vietnam's principal concerns will

t .
j

r .

I

i

remain domestic, its ideological commitments will

i

~·.

l

I

require some continuing support for the Thai
insurgents.

!
!

Support may at some later time be

given to other "revolutionary',' movements or countries.
Vietnamese capabilities in this regard include
political ·support, cad::e training in Vietnam,
and

provisio~

of experienced advisers as well as of

captured weapons and supplies suitable for guerrilla
warfare.

Given the priority Hanoi seems to have

assigned to domestic reconstruction, it will probably

,.

'

i

f.

..

·l
t·
t

·.I:.
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keep such support. lOvl key and seek to avoid
being drawn into a ubig-power" .confrontation-

.

.

or

jeo~ardizing

ac6ess to foreign

~conornic

assis..

tarice and recognition of what Hanoi sees as a

;

legi tirnate. claim to. be the leadin_g· regional power
in Southeast Asia.
,.

Soviet Capabilities and Intenti~ns ih the

7.

; '

Region.

The Soviet Union has continuted to increase

i

· if::s rnili ta.ry capacity available for East. Asi.:m contingencies
pOl\fer

a~

well.as its ability to project

fa+ from its borders.

~·his

p~ysical

raw military capa-

bility is rnpst obvious in the development of the
Soviet navy, techniques for r·esuppl.y of

vess~ls

at

sea and increased air transport capacity as well

-· .·

;,

.,

as the continued improvement of Soviet strategic
and

cori~entional

forces.

•

I

At the same time, the Soviet Union faces enormous
· problems in having a meaningful political impact
oti

the

region~

Tta disarray

o~

decline of

revolutionary movements in non-communist East
Asia .(other than Indo-China) over the last
d~cade

or

h10,

and the proclivity of existing communist

or pro-conmmn.ist revel utiona'ry movements to look

'

'

.
t'
!
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inward or to East Asian communist models, have made
:Soviet
cu~t

drea~s

of

majo~

influence.in the area diffiA

if not impossible to achieve for the foreseeable

future.

The governments of non-comunist Southeast

Asia reject· Sovil:~t. pretensions to a major r.ole·
in, the area.

The very fact that.Moscow ha.s little

· or.nci prospects-~· .. exer~ significani politiOal
influence in South.east Asia paradoxically may rn_ake
it more acceptable in respect to trade, cultural
·exchange and the establishment of marginal improvement

of

s'tate-to.-state relations.
In Northeast As_ia, the Soviet. Union has no

prospect for significant alteration of the status
quo short of general \'lar. · There is ·some prospect
for Japanese participation in Siberian devel.opment -·.

but under conditions that do not give rise :to significant political-change.

Return of the four

islands of Etorofti, Kunashiri, Habomai

an~

Sh.ikotan to Japan would improve relations

'
but-

wotil'd.not alter fundamentDls, a factor that enters
the Soviet calculus of its interest in this

matter~

This. also relates more directly toward Soviet fear
of the precedent for other disputed Sovi'et territorial

·'
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. acguisi tions.

Furthermore, Japan

\'Ti~l.

not wish

to compromise its alliance with the.Uni".:ed States

.

or offend the PRC.

Moscow also has little hope

of.significant
alteration of theChina relationship.
.
.

~

'

Even if a limited reduction.of tensions becomes.
feasible, its be:<:·.:: premise -v10uld have to be noninterference in China's basic policies nor would·

,.

such' a limited rapprochement a,ff_ord either the
·. lJSSR or . the f'RC much opportunity to alter the

pasic. orient~tion of ·Japan or other nap-communist.
countries.

If the.dispute goes on at a relatively

high level of acerbity, Moscow may be tempted to
.; ..

· flirt in a semi-covert (and easily disavowed) way
with Taiwan or South Korea but. this kind of garne would
. be extremely limited as a. scare tactic against the PRC
{or possibly a recalcitrant North Korea) and would
·likely. prove ·to be counter-productive.

To do so

would be to sacrifice too much of the Soviet Union's
ideological posture, the negative effects of which
would be far too great elsewhere.

At the same time

Moscow has an interest in preseryation of stability in
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.

.

· the peninsula and would. ·not be· lilt: ely to
e11Courage North Korean adventurism.
~

Even in Indochina, the USSR role is

despite the·visible increase in

~oviet

limit~d

"presence"

and apparent influence follqwing Hano.i.'s triump
The problem here is that Hanoi is independent-minded
.and·

evE::~n

its flaunting of its Soviet connection is
.

·not for Soviet benefit but for Hanoi's own pol:i,tipal
.

.

.

def-enses against China.

..

J .

I

Although.there·is
some room
.
.

for Vietnamese miscalculation, Hanoi surely understands
the broad limits of Chinese toleration - a factor
· that tends to .constrain the granting of a soviet
base, for example, even if Hanoi saw an interest for
itself in such a soviet role.

But more important

than
Hanoi' s presumed rel uctsmce to push China too
.
.

far is Hanoi's

Oim

interest in using the Soviet

Union as a counter-foil only, up .to a point far short
of Soviet dominance.

Moscow is too far removed

'
\

geographically to control this game; it .is as.
·manipulatable by Hanoi as it is able to manipulate.
l-1oscow is. not dissatisfied to h<;we gained even this
limited role given an even lesse; role as the only
real . altex:native.
In short then, ·"'bile Moscow undoubtedly retains
PHOiO COPY
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costs although it should be noted that there may be· con-.
flicts. between overzealous pur.suit of some of these specific
interests and the pursuit of the strategic political and
econorn~cal .. ihte.tests mentioned earlier~

But in a more general

cont~xt, these miscellaneou.s interests can best be pursued

with friendly governments-that are willing to cooperate. with
usand thus tend to blend with the kinds of security and
political interests mentioned earlier.
B."

u.s.
The

Security Issues and

u.s.

Obje~tives

·.

will be faced by a number of specific

security issues in East ·Asia over the next few years:
1 •.. The. extent to which the

u.s .. military

presence

should be modified to counter Soviet military power··in the
.~- . w..

region.
. . .'
•• .:
2.

... ·-· .....

'·-·· ...

·---··

.

The· extent to which qualitative changes in the

US-PRC relationship \'IOU1d affect the. realization of l!S
security objectives in the Asian/Pacific region and worldwide.
3.

The future of US forces in Japan including the

~~.;

·1arge .Marine element in Okinawa, and the enhancement of

F'

'

\

tJ~-Japan

d.efense cooperation and of Japan's self-defenGe

capabilities under the Mutual Security Treaty.

An assessment

a_s well as the feasibility

.

o'I the advantages .and disadvanta~eA/o£ a greater. Japanese role in_promoting

'
_Asian security•.
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4. · The US security role in Korea, 'vhich will necessitate

'a continuing review. of the level· of direc't US involvement,
taking into account changes in ROK military

stre~gth

and in

the internationai situation as it affects the Korean peninsula.·
5 •. Force levels and·military installations in Taiwan
and our arms transfer policy with regard to the·ROC in the ·
light of our developing relationswitli -the·PRC •
. 6.

U.S. · s~curTty

interest,s in the future status of

the ·Trust Territory of the Pacific in:. light of the Nor-thern
~arianas Covenant and the trend tow?rd 'politic.al disunity 'of

the other .five·districts.
7.

The level of military assistance to friendly

cegimes in thi

regi~n.

The Inter-Agency group believes· that the foregoing
Lssues should be considered in the light of the following
J.S. security objectives in East Asia and the Pacific over
:he riext three·.to five
1.

Maintenance

Ln the Western

Pa~ific

years~

~u.s.

and allied-military ·strength

capable of: .
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.

a.· · Contribut.i!lg to u.s. national def~nse 'posture
.and the. great power balance;
b ..: Deterring military conflicts that could threate11
.

.

u.s.

s;i..gni(icant
c.

_interests; .

Pr9moting the friendly orientation of non-

communist· Asian countries·;
'

'

.d..

.

'counteri!lg Sovie·t· ·naval and: air fo·rces in

· the· Pacific in the event of a U.s. -soviet· war.
e.'· Inhibi ti!lg Soviet forces in the Far East
from reinforci!lg Soviet forces in Europe 'in the ·
..

event.of a war in the West.
· f.

and
. g.

Protecti~g
eme~gi~g

air and sea lanes

Soviet

Chinese capabilities.

Providing
and emergency
reaction
. surveillance
..
.
.

capabilities in the
h.

~gainst

.

l~es~el-n

· P'acific.

Supporti!lg Indian Ocean operations and con-

ti~gencies.

i.

Defendi!lg themselves and

supp~rti~g ~he

defense

i
'.

of our'treaty allies from overt external attack

'

as directed by the President and .in accord with
our constitlltional processes.

2.

Continuation of our partnership with Japan and

operation on

.implem~ntation

of the Mutual security' Treaty
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in order to maintain Japanese confidence fn its strategic
reliance on the·u.s., afford the

u.s.

continued access to our

key military facilities in Japari, and prevent Japanese
.

.

.

political relations
with . China or the .USSR in a manner damaging
.
to the u~-Japa:nese relationship.

Discourag·ernent of major

Jap~nese armament while encouraging the Japanese to increase

their ~wn self defense. efforts.
. role pending review. of this is sue. ·.

Avoidance of/.fapanes~.regional security .
·
·

· 3. · Improvement of relatJ.ons w2th the PRC, including-

es.tablishment of diplomatic relations an? in .tl"e·process finding
a satisfactory

~olution.to·

the Taiwan question.

Encouragement

.

.

of ·the PRC to continue to perceive c~rmnon strategic security
interests with the

u.s.,

to value the maintenance of the

US-Japan Security Treaty, _and to pursue parallel policies
w:bere possi.ble.

In particular'· recogni tiori in· our policies

of the importance of the PRe as a counterweight to the USSR.
Encouragement of the PRC to continue pe~ceful state-to-state
relat'ions wi_ th non-cormnunist governments of Southeast Asia.
4.

Prevention of hostilities on the

~orean

peninsula

'

while endeavoring to bz:ing about a-reduction in tensions
a11Q.

the creation of more durable arrangements to. preserve

peace and security •. Assistance to South Korea in acquiring
the conventional '"'eapons necessary to attain greater self:mfficiency and achieve a stable military balance on the
\orean peninsula.
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Disconragem~nt

of Soviet employment of its growing

military power to influence po1itical alignments .in East
Asia to our disadvantage.
6.

Strong discouragement of any attempt to develop

.nuclear expiosives by Korea or Taiwan, or by ~ny other
non.:.nuclear country in the area •.
. 7.

Maintenance of·friendly relations with the non_.

Indochina-nations of Southeast Asia,
their
. . supporting
.
·independence_ and. deve~opment but avoidi~gnew security
commitments, and providing security.and economic assistance
as we are able to those nations desiring it and demonstrating a

willi~gness

to face theil; own problems.

Gradual

normalization of r~?lations with Vietnam and Cambodia, ·subject
tq the manner in which they behave toward the
their neighbors.
8.

u.s.

and toward

.,

Maintenance of our bilateral .defense relationship

'\'lith the Philippines and access to and· un·r.estricted use
of. military
9.

b~ses

in the Philippines.

Mainten.=trice of access to military air and naval

facilities in··Singapore.

·~

·,

10. ·Maintenance of close security cooperation with

Australia ·and New Zealand bilaterally and l'dthin the context
of the ANZUS treaty •
.11.

Resolution or containment of .local and regional
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·,

conflicts, t'lhile discoutagi!lg big-pot'ler invol v~ment and :using
diplomatic efforts to solve such disputes when feasible.
12.

Promotion as poss.ible of viable and effective, b.ut

non-communist and non-radic'al, reg.i,.mes while relying p.t;'imarily

.

on the efforts and

pol.ici~s

of the r!3_gional states themselves •.

13 •. Encouragement of economic gevelopment and regional
· cooperation.
14.

Development with the·countries of the area of trade

and investment relations which. are beneficial-to the

u.s. and

consona.nt with our political and s~durity i~lteres·ts.

•.

'
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.

.

.·

a considerable appetite for expanding its influence;·

.

and also has military and economic assets at its

.,fi

.

i}:

disP.osal, ; circumsttmces 1 . gE!ography. and East Asia's .
lack of sympathy for the Soviet alternative all

1
t

combine to limit Soviet impact on the regi'on. ·

a.

:·. i.'

The Sino-Soviet and Sino-Vfeti1am~se Rivalries

in Southeast Asia.

The-careful wartime balance

.struck by Hanoi in. its relationships with Moscow

,.

and Peking appeared to shift during the latter

.

.

.

half of· 1975 to a "tilti• towards r.foscow.

The

reasons for this appear to be a combination of the
a~ility

of the Soviet Union to provide larger

amounts qf aid for Hanoi's reconstruction, conflicting . claims . beb..reen the, DRV and PRC over offshore islands, and rr;utual Vie·tnarne,se
.

.,...,

.

and Chinese

suspicions regarding the other's objectives in·
Southeast Asia.·
~he

desire of the DRV to "tilt" towards the

USSR is limited, howver, .PY i'!:s intention
a balanced poli.ey and

by

the PRC.

1

I
.i

its need to avoid

open conflict with its neighbor

.j

to follow

I

The

J

DRV is undoubtedly aware of Chinese fears of

l
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·"encirclement by the USSR,n and because of this as
well as because of its .O\vn independent posture w·ould
no( 'V-T_ish to iden·tify too closely· with the Soviet
Union.

In particular the DRV is unlikely to provide

the Soviet Union with· access to military facilities
unless it

w~re

threat from the

to perceive a sharp and immediate
PRC~

•'

The Chiriese-Soviet.rivalry is apparent in.
Indo-China.
~n

Large numbers of Soviet advisors are

Laos, although Vietnam. is the major political·

influence.

China is expanding its road building

. i

'

_projects in northern Laos and in March gave Kaysone an
unusually warm \..;elcorne in Peking.

Cambodia is

attempting to resist' North Vietnamese influence,
and is using·its PRC ties in"1his effort.
There are .occasional signs of competing Cambodian
factions which differ on various issues including
.!

the degree to which they should tilt to-v,rard one

i

comm_unist power or the other for the sake of communist
Cambodia's own national interest.

Strong Chinese

political and economic support suggests that the PRC

.....·\

~
'

.·does not want to· leave· that country entirely to
Vietname~e

'

·.

influence and bapes to maintain a political
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presence as insur;ance against.more overt VietnameseSoviet links.

..

In neighboring. Thailand, _the Chinese have
j. .

apparently encouraged the Thais to stat1d up to

j

.l

·Vietnamese pressure and h~ve ·explicitly \-larned.

Il

the Thais against ~letting in the wolf,P i.e. the·
Soviet Union.·

i.

There are unsubstanti'ated reports of

,.. i
I'

Vietnames~ atternp~s to take over entirely frorn·the

r

Chinese the guidan·qe and ·supply ·of Thai insurgents.
In the immediate future, Vietnam \~Jill probably
continue its role in Laos, a~ ,.,ill· China in Cainbodia.
while Thailand and Chi"na \~Jill seek to maintain
reasonably cordial relations to offset .Soviet-Vietnamese
presence in Laos.
In the rest of Southeast ~sia, the rivalr~es
-

of the outside communist pmvers are more ~uted.

In

Burma, the conunun.is·t insurgency is largely pinned to ·
the China border and depend~nt on Chiriese support.
Chi_na, out of an apparent desire to build cordial stateto-state relc:itions \'lith existing non-conununist
.regimes, in ·part to prevent a possible pro-soviet
or pro-Htinoi orientatio~, .has gradually been more
forthcoming to"t>lard the Ne ~viri regirt1e and um·Jilling
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to

•

step· up .support·for·the Burmese communist Party.

The Soviets· have

~orne

attractj.on .for the Burmese·

're.,girne bec_ause of ideological and structural affinities
as well as .Soviet economic assistance but the almost
psychopathic isolationism and suspicion·· of all
foreign influenc'

that characterize ·contemporary

Burl).'la ·prevent ·Bu.L·:aa from being a locus .of signi-

,.

-ficant international rivalries at·this time.· .
In·"ASEAN" South~ast Asia, the real·affinities
are fOJ: a blend of Nester:n and indigenous models
and all forms of communism have little resonance.

As noted elsew·here, local diplomacies. will take

.

·'

.·

· advantage of communist rivalries and of opportunities
to .exploit

co~unist

connections in other contexts

su€h as.non-aligned politics:·· The Philippines
is expanding contacts with communist countries
l'li th some emphasis on China.. Thailand wants to pl~y
off the PRC and possibly c·ambodia against Hanoi and
a Hanoi-dominated Laos.
·anti-Chinese,

l~rgely

Indonesia remains strongly

for internal reasons, and will

slightly favor the Soviets, but only in the most
limited way.

Singapore's .stance.is.superficially

similar but: for different· reasons.

·Its population

prevents .it from being anti-Chinese in the Indonesian
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sense but it must avoid a rel.ationship with Peking
that could allow the latter more easily to
influence this very Chinese population.

. .

Hence

Singapore· is more open to the. Soviets ·- but with
.

·.

severe limit$.

Malaxsia is the most ready

to deal with the communist powers but largely to strike
·a more non-aligned pose;

Accordingly, none of these

countries ·is prepared for more than a limited

..

relationship of convenience .or tactics with any of'
the communist pc)'t<lers.
insurgency, .which is

And leaving aside .the Thai
disci.w~ed

elsewhere, external

communist .support f.or indigenous comnmnist insurgencies
may be limited under present conditions to lo"\'T-key
psychological support a~d p~rhaps minor infusions of
arms and· cadre training.
9.

The Economic Climate in the
.

.

·East Asian region has followed
world .economic trends.
slowly

clirnb~ng

th~

Region~

· The

pattern of recent

It appears that Japan is

out.of its worst . post-war
recession;
.
.

ho\\lever, the strength and 'Speed of the recovery are
.

as yet uncertain.

Japan's business leaders predict
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a continuing slow revival \'lith

11

full recovery"

delayed at least until autumn 1976.

GNP may grow·

in 1976 by 4.5% but this will depend upon the strength
of consumer spending_and government expendituJ:es.
The recession ·hit most of the o:ther countries
in the region later since the commodity boom slo'i-led
only after the major indust.rialized markets had turned
down. · Generally things are improving.
the East Asian LDCs are expecting

grow~h

..

Most of
rates·in

1976 of bettv-een 4-6% with Indonesia perhaps reaching

7% •
.But even this reduced rate of expansion is being
bought.at the cost of stresses and strains on
external account.
th~

Countries like Indonesia and
.

.

Philippines hava to strike a difficult balance

between domestic economic and·social stability
and tolerable increase of the external debt burden.
Concern is ris:tng over their continued ability to
finance their debts.

Al thoug·h the ·expanded I!VlF

'

facilitites \vill help some,· the availability of
these resources will benefit them very unevenly.
H'.tF assistance to Korea will be relatively

insignificant compared to

Korea'~

financing

needs.
While most East Asian developing countries
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amo~1g

the \<Torld' s poorest and least developed, re-

trenchment in development
·destabilizing.

~oals

and accomplishment could be

r.fany East A·si.an countries. are apprehensive

· about their•security.

They are increasingly aware that healthy

economic development-is essential to ensure stable secure
·societies~

D.

A General Strategy for Pursuing

u.s.

Interests in East

Asia in Light of cu·rrent Conditions and· Re·strain'ts
.Despite the communist viotories.in Indochina 1 the United
States still possesses a number of
its interests in E?st Asia.

advant~ges

in_pursuing

The environment is changed,

however, not
only .becaus~. . of Vietnam but as the result . of
.
a number of momentou:s development:s, some sudden and some
gradual, .over the last decade or two.

In general, we need

to pursue our interests with . great~r
subtlety, more reliance
.
~

on riding the waves of existing trends in the area, greater
use of our diplomatic and, hopefully,

econo~ic

tools and
>,,,

greater flexibility in tac·tics.

~.

We will probably be less

often called upon to employ military force in ambiguous
situations.

'

In any even·t:., current. domestic und international

constraints drastically curtail our ability to do so.

None-

u.s.

retain

theless, it remains of vital importance that the

a flexible and strong military posture ·in.the Asia-Pacific
~.·

'

.
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area.

- ~eployments ,·

In this regard,. increases in mili 1;-ary

particularly to counter Soviet naval strength, must not be.
ruled out •.
In NoJ;.tli.east Asia, we must susta;in our alliances
Japan and Korea.

:"Ti th

In particular'· v1e must build upon the

foundation of our common appr~ach with Japan over the, coming.
years,
including
cooperation on international-economic issues.
.
.
'

We should also strength~n ·our sedu~i ty ties \'Ti th Japan. and
explore ways in which Japan· -- through economic, political
and diplomatic. means-:-- can complement more effectively our
security efforts in
·•..

th~

area.

,.
-

..

-·
defend South Korea--

althou~h

in

lo\ie must be prepared to

th~

future we may.adjust

our on-the-spot presence as· conditions permit.

..

We must try

'

to maintain a favorable balance of

.

the USSR, the PRC, and Japan.

pm·u:~r

involving ourselves,

'

We can, howeverr take acti<?ns

in time to show the value of the

u.s:

..the parties, especially the Chinese.

connec;::tion to each of

,

Thes~ policies require

us to be aware of the· forces at v10rk iil the interna..;t debates
·of the other ma'jor powers as ~.rell as their in·ternational
. posture --.and to do whatever i.,re can to promote favorable
trends.
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t

l

.

-

l

.In regard to n6nconununist Southeast' A~ia,. our over~
.

I

..

.

I,

.

riding goal should be.to support with sympathy and unde,rstand.ing .the growth of stronger and more viable and independent
societies r i!fcluding the developn1ent . of an effective economic
~

structure.

Where possible,· and ·'"'11ere they demonstrate a

willingness to face their ot¥11 probiems, we should provide .
.

.

such.security and economic assistance·as·we are able.

All·

-th.ese countries, including Thailand, are capable of resisting
. communist e:xpan~ion short' of outright a.ggression and of .
0\1 ercoming

or

COlltaining; their insurgencies~ partiaularly
.

'

.

'

'

. if ·they ·can provide stable and reasonably progress he goverrunent

of

and reasortable progress in meeting the needs
T1hat

_T.tle

their populations.

do to help them economically, politically ancf in

backdrop security terms wi.l,l be import·ant.
importance is what

T.tle.

do

!!.2!. ~o.

Of even more

We must not overly embrace

them in ways that embarrass them before their Third World
peers or lvhich arouse tender national sensitivities.
must take heed of their sense of

sovere~gnty

We

j

I
I

and welcome an

!

l

li .

. inevitable greater independence from us that is the corollary
of

gr~ater

·.·.··

strength and maturi: ty.

··u<:\ .·
;:!\.

~'

;

may spririg more from communal and territorial conflicts
than from communist or other insurgencies.

The

u.s.

'shopld

avoid direct. involvement in these conflicts imd discourage
.

..

)

.

'

-~·

'l'he source of future tension in many parts of East Asia

.
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tnterve:ntion by' other powers r ·while doing what i:t. can dipl.omatically to help ·resolve such disputes peacefully. 'At
..

::he s.ame time, we should seek ·to reduce tensions }Jetween
niddle level pm-.7eJ:-s and to progressively reduce the major

..

?OWer stakes in these regional rivalries

~~1hile

discouraging

:he· proliferation of nuclear \.reapons. as an alternative.
As· for Indochin.a1 we mus:t try to· promote a .continued
•

•

<

••

;lVOlution ·toward independent attit1.ides and i;mvard moderation.
'le

should try to iden·l:.ify the interests and attitudes of.· each

rndochina entity as well as the interplay between them and
:be major outside po~.,rers and se~k. to do .. those things that
~an lead toward a favorable evolution.of events.

We should

reject. excessive COinplUltist demands but remain available for
Lrnp.roved relations if I~anoi ·and· the ·others pursue reasonable
1nd constructive policies .toward us, particularly with regard
::.o the full accounting for MIA'.s, ,e;nd toward th~ir neighbors.
l'he advantages of U.S. trade and technology as well as the

J.S. as a

pot~ntial po~itical

and

..mili~ary

balance wheel,

:;hquld be kept in view for the Indochina· communists to consider
iS

a quid pro quo for a more reasonable stance ontheir part.
In this environment .the projection of

u.s.

military

)0\'ter in t:he Western Pacific is an important element of the
:.riangular or quadrangular power balance in East Asia.

Whil~

J.S•. security objectives have changed,·there'is still a need
f

•

"

••

·~.-

··-
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?ower ec;;:uilibriurn.in which our allies-and.othe:r.
::ountries can have confidence.

non-hostil~

In addition, we need mobile

md flexible forces which can deter aggression against I<orc:H'I

m.d Japan~ assist Jn the defensE} of allies. under existing

;ecurity agreements, counter·Sbviet forces in the event of
l

U.S.-Boviet war., provide

surveil~ance

and emergency reaction

:apabilities and _protect commun.i.cation lines in the Pacific.·
A.>1y changes'in the deployment of

u.s.

forces should

.ake place within the context of bilaterai or multilateral
.rrangements aimed at promoting stable evolution.· Changes in
.eplpyments could, however, seriously under;mine the project;ion
f

u.s.

i}C\\'ler

if they were seen to be the result of \¥eakness

nd indecision at home or of a hesitant and unsuccessful foreign_

olicy.
-,

,
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are not among the world's poorest and least developed, retrenchment in development goals and accomplishment could be
deste:'l.b.ilizing.

Many East Asian countries are ·apprehensive.

about .their security.

They are.increasingly aware that healthy

economic development is essential to ensure stable secure
societies.
D.

A General Strategy for Pursuing

u.s.

Interests in Ea·st

Asia. in Light·bf Current Conditions and· Restraints
· Despite the communist victories in Indochina, the United
States still possesses

a number of

its interests in East Asia.

advant~ges.in

I

pursuing

.'

'l'he environment is changed,

however, not only because afVietnam but as the result·of
a number :of momentous deve?.opments,. some sudden and some gradual,. over.the last decade or two.

In·general, we need

to pursue our interests with greater subtlety, more reliance
.on riding the waves of existing trends in the area, .greater
use of our diplomatic and, hopefully, economic tools and
. greater fle:x:ibility in tactics.

We will probably be less

i

t·
'

often· called upon to employ military force in amb.iguous
situations.

In any

ev·~nt,

'

current domestic and international

constraints drastically curtail our ability to do so.
theless, it remains of vital importance that the

u.s.

Noneret!in
I
I

a flexible and strong military posture in the Asia-Pacific

(
.

,····~
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area.

In this regard,

increase~

in military d·eploy·inents,

particularly.to counter Soviet .naval strength, mus:t: not be
ruled out.
In Northeast Asia, we
Japan and Korea.

mu~t

sustain our alliances with

In particuiar, we must build upon the

foundation of our common approach with Japan over the coming
. years, including ··cooperation on in:ternational economic issues.
We should
also strengthen
our security ties with Japan and
.
.
explore ways in which Japan -- through economic, political
· art~ diplomatic means -- can complement more effectively our
.

security efforts in the area.

.

-

/The preceding
sentence is
.

preferred by State; DOD would inser·l: the phrase "and security"·
between
.

11

diplomatic" •and "means".7
.
- We must be prepared to

defend South Korea -- although in the.· future t-Ie may adjust
our on-the-spot presence as conditions permit:

We must try

to maintain a favorable baiance of po\'rer involving ourselves,
the USSR, the PRC, and Japan..

We can,. however,. take actions

in time to show the value of the u .· S. connection to each of
the parties, especially the Chinese.

These policies require

us to be aware of the forces atwork in the internal debates
.of the other major powers as well as their international
po~ture

l

and to do whatever we can to promote favorable

trends.

.

..

.
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In regard to noncommunist Southeast Asia, ·our over-.
riding goal should be to support wit:h sympathy and under. standing the growth of stronger and more.viable and independent
societies, including the development of an eff'ective economic
structure.

Where possible,. artd where they demonstrate a

· willj.ngness ·to face their own probiems,

\'ie

should .provide

such. s.ecurity. and economic assistance as we are able •. Ali
the$e countries, including Thailand, are capable ·of resisting
.

.

.

.

commu:qist expansion short of outright aggression and of
overcoming or containing their insurgencies, particularly
if they can provide stable and reasonably progressi'\e government
and reasonable progress in meeting.the needs of their populations.
W~at

I,.

we do to help them economically, politically and in

backdrop security terms will be important.
importance is what we ·do not do.

!

. j

Of even more

We must not overly embrace

them in ways that embarrass' them before their Third World
·peers or which arouse tenqer national sensitivities.

We

must take heed of their sense of sovereignty and welcome an
inevitable greater independence from us that' is the corollary
of greater strength and maturity.
'

!

The source of future tension in many parts of East Asia

The

u.s.

I

l.

.may spring more from communal and territorial conflicts
than from communist or other insurgencie1j).

,.i

l

should

avoid direct involvement in these conflicts·and discourage
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interve.ntion by other powers, while doing what it can diplomatically to help

res~lve

such disputes peacefUlly. ·At

the same time_, we should seek to reduce tensions between
middle level.powers and to progressively reduce the major
.

.

.

.

power stakes .in these regional rivalries while discou;:aging
the

pro~iferation

of nuclear weapons as ah.alternative.

As for Indochina,.we must try to promote a· continued
evolution.toward independent attitudes andtoward moderation.
We should try to identify the interests and attitudes of each
Indochina entity as well as the interplay between thern and
the major outside powers and seek to do those. things that
·can lead toward a favorable evolution of events.

We ·should

reject excessive communist demands but remain available for
improved relation's if Hanoi· and the others pursue reasonable
and constructive

polic~es

toward us, particularly with regard

to tt1e full accounting for MIA's, and toward their neighbors.
The advantages of

u.s.

u.s.

traqe and technology as well as the

as a potential political and 111ilitary balance wheel,

should be kept in view for the Indochina communists to consider
as a guid

pro~£

for a more

r~asonable

stance.ontheir part.

In this-environment the projection of U.S. military
power in. the l'lestern Pacific is an important element of the
triangular or quadrangular power balanc:e in East Asia.
u.s~

security obiectives

h~ve

While

changed, there is still a need

~CPET
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for a strategic military presence that maintains a great
power equilibrium in· which our allies and other non-hostile
countries can have confidence.

In addition, we need mobile

·and flexi.bie forces which can deter aggression against Korea
and. Japa11, assist in the defense of allies under existing
'

'

security agreements, counter Soviet forces in the event of
a u.s. -soviet war·, provide surveillance and emergency reaction
capabilities and protect communication lines in the Pacific.·
Ariy changes in the deployment of

U~S.

forces should

'''

take place within the context of biiateral or multilateral.
·arrangements aimed at promoting stable evolution.

Changes.in.

deployments could, hov1ever, seriously. undermine the projection
of

u.s.

power if they vrere seen to be t1"1e result of weakness

and indecision at home or·of a hesitant and unsuccessful foreign
policy.
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